Purpose: To develop and evaluate the feasibility of deep learning approaches for MR-based treatment planning (deepMTP) in brain tumor radiation therapy.
| INTRODUCTION

In recent years there have been many efforts to develop Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI)-based treatment planning methods that avoid auxiliary computed tomography (CT) for radiation therapy treatment planning. 1 MRI provides superior soft tissue contrast compared to CT which makes it an excellent image modality to delineate accurate boundaries for targeted treatment regions to deliver the most desirable dose distribution. 2, 3 In addition, image techniques that do not administer ionizing radiation, such as MRI, are desirable for pursuing reduced treatment dose to patients.
A key challenge for MRI-based treatment planning is the lack of a direct approach to obtain electron density for dose calculation.
Unlike conventional CT-based treatment planning where additional acquired CT images can be scaled to a photon attenuation map (μ-map), 4 ,5 MRI does not provide linear image contrast and is limited in achieving positive contrast in bone (the highest attenuating tissue).
Therefore, no straightforward conversion from MR images to a μ-map is available for compensating dose calculation. Additionally, other challenges include the presence of MR image artifacts as a result of a relatively complex image formulation and potentially long scan time in contrast to CT scans.
Given the importance of an accurate μ-map to enable accurate dose calculation in treatment planning, the development of novel approaches to generate pseudo CTs or synthetic CTs from MRI is an actively studied topic. [6] [7] [8] [9] State-of-the-art approaches can be roughly classified into two main categories: image intensity-based and atlasbased. 1 The typical intensity-based approach is to utilize individual or combined T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and water/fat separated MR sequences that estimate tissue compartments with a single or multiple acquisition. 1 These images are then further processed to directly assign Hounsfield Unit (HU) values to air, fat, lung, and water compartments 10 or to estimate the continuously valued HU to various tissues by MR signal conversion model. 11 However, because bone cannot be visualized with positive contrast on conventional MR imaging approaches, bone is typically challenging to estimate in these approaches. Specialized MRI acquisitions using an ultrashort echo time (UTE) or zero echo time can be implemented to allow the PET images compared with existing segmentation-based and atlasbased methods. 16 In one recent study from the same group, the deep learning approach was applied in combination with an advanced UTE sequence, which achieved reliable and accurate tissue identification for bone in PET/MR attenuation correction in brain imaging. 17 Another recent study demonstrated excellent performance utilizing deep learning generated pseudo CTs for PET/MR attenuation correction in pelvis. 18 The purpose of this study was to further evaluate the efficacy and efficiency of deep learning generated pseudo CTs in the applica- 
| MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.A | Convolutional neural network architecture
Inspired by the network design in Ref., [16, 17] we utilized the deep convolutional encoder-decoder network structure shown in Fig. 1 , which is capable of mapping pixel-wise image intensity from MRI to CT in multiple image scales. The basic framework of this type of network was built based on structures that perform well in natural image object recognition 19 and MRI segmentation for various tissues. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] The network consisted an encoder network directly followed by a decoder network, where the encoder network uses a set of combined 2D convolution filtering, batch normalization, 25 ReLU activation, 26 and max-pooling to achieve image feature extraction for The convolutional encoder-decoder (CED) network is used to convert MR images into pseudo CT images. This network consists of a combined encoder network (VGG16) and decoder network (reversed VGG16) with multiple symmetrical shortcut connection (SC) between layers. The insertion of SC follows the strategy of full preactivation deep residual network. The deepMTP process consists of a training phase to optimize the CED network and a planning phase to generate pseudo CTs for new MR data using trained and fixed CED network. This figure is adapted from the Figure 1 of the Ref. [16] with permission to be used in this paper.
Ref., [16] the CNN in this study directly outputted pseudo CTs and the actual pixel-wise HU values of pseudo CTs were optimized against the real CT values to minimize the contrast difference. As a result, an output of pseudo CTs with continuously valued HU number is enabled in contrast to the output of discrete tissue labels in
Ref. [16] .
Additionally, like the popular U-Net, 28 shortcut connections (SC)
were added between the encoder and decoder network to enhance the mapping performance of the encoder-decoder structure. The added SC are advantageous in preventing excess image detail loss during the max-pooling process of the encoder in deep CNN networks. 29, 30 A total of four SC were created between the network layers by following the full preactivation method described in the deep residual network configuration 30 and one additional shortcut connection was also generated from the input image directly to the output image. The detailed structure of the proposed networks is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 .
2.B | deepMTP procedure
The proposed deepMTP procedure consisted of two independent phases for training retrospective MRI and coregistered CT data and for generating pseudo CTs using a fixed network in the treatment planning phase. As also shown in Fig. 1 , in the training phase, 3D
CT images were first coregistered to MR images using a combined rigid Euler transformation and nonrigid B-spline transformation using the Elastix image registration tool 31 following the method described in Ref. [32] . Specifically, a 4-level multiple resolution strategy, 32
histogram bin similarity measurement and a total of 1500 iteration were performed. An optimization metric combining localized mutual information with the bending energy penalty term was used for nonrigid registration. For each training dataset, MR and coregistered CT images were first offset to positive values and then scaled by pixel intensity of 5000 and 2000 (HU), respectively, to ensure the similar dynamic range. Then the 3D MR and CT volume data were input into the encoder network as a stack of 2D axial images. The network weights were initialized using the scheme described in Ref.
[33] and updated using the ADAM algorithm 34 
2.D | Evaluation of Pseudo CTs
Evaluation of pseudo CT accuracy was performed on above mentioned 10 subjects who were not involved in training phase. We used the Dice coefficient, a similarity measure ranging from 0 to 1 that describes the overlap between two labels, to calculate the classification accuracy for soft tissue, bone, and air, where pseudo CT generated from deepMTP and the ground truth (kVCT image) were compared. For calculation of Dice coefficients, the continuously valued pseudo CT and planning kVCT images were discretized by thresholding as following: bone if HU >300, air if HU <−400, otherwise soft tissue. Additionally, the mean absolute error (MAE) within the head region was also evaluated between pseudo CT and kVCT for each subject to elucidate the overall pixel-wise image error.
2.E | Treatment planning
Evaluation of the feasibility of treatment planning using pseudo CT was performed on 10 subjects. for the delivery quality assurance (DQA) prior to treatment. Thus, DQA plans were generated on the treatment planning station for all study cases on ScandiDos Delta4. It was expected that at least 95% of all measured points pass the defined gamma criteria (TG 119).
2.F | Evaluation of dose distribution
The calculated dose was exported to MIM for plan comparison using dose volume histogram (DVH) and isodose distribution. For PTV, the maximum dose and the PTV receiving 95% of the prescribed dose between deepMTP and CTTP. Statistical analysis was performed using MATLAB (version 2013a, MathWorks, Natick, USA) with statistical significance defined as a P < 0.05.
| RESULTS
For the deepMTP procedure, the training phase required approximately 2.5 hrs of computational time in our dataset, whereas generating a single pseudo CT image using the trained model and input MR images required roughly 1 minute.
An example of an acquired 1.5 T MRI, actual CT, and pseudo CT for a 47-year-old female patient with right cerebellar metastasis is demonstrated in Fig. 2 . As shown, deepMTP was able to accurately transfer MR image contrast into CT images with clearly identified air, brain soft tissue, and bone highly similar to that of kVCT images. devices (e.g., 60 Co IGRT [58] [59] [60] [61] and linear accelerators [62] [63] [64] ) which further support the use of MRRT and other advanced methods to improve and augment therapy delivery, such as interfraction assessment of therapy response and inter-and intrafraction adaptation of therapy plans. 65, 66 These systems also allow real-time imaging during treatment, which may prevent geometric tumor miss and allow for a smaller PTV to be used. This capability is particularly advantageous in the lung and upper abdominal cancers were respiratory tumor motion must be taken into account. Therefore, future development of approaches to extend deepMTP to other regions of the body will have additional impact. 
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